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The CAM610 bracket can be used to
mount the CAM700 NiteDevil. This
bracket has a managed cable option
with cables running through the
bracket. The bracket has to be
assembled to the CAM700 NiteDevil
camera and the following instructions
should be read before assembling unit.

The first step is to check that all the
parts supplied for assembling the
dome bracket are available as per
diagram below:
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1. Remove backing from small seal and attach to unit H3.

                                               2. Select bracket arm H2 and secure with screws type A.

3. Go to camera and remove original back plate.

4.      Thread camera cable through arm.

5. Fasten camera to new bracket using black screws
           from original camera casing.

6.     Fit Wall Bracket Gasket to H1 Wall Bracket and fasten to wall.
                                                           Use screws type D or screws that a suitable for the mounting surface.

7.      Fit Rubber Seal to back of arm.
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                                                                                   8.       Attach cables at the back inside Wall Bracket.

          9.    Fit arm to Wall Bracket using screws C and tighten
                 with special key.

                                                                                 10.    Use Hole Plugs to seal unused cable access points.
                                                                                          A tool is supplied to tighten the plugs.

                    The CAM610 Bracket for use with the CAM700

All specifications are approximate. Kovert.com reserves the right
 to change any product specification or features without notice.
 Whilst every effort is made to ensure that these instructions are
complete and accurate, kovert.com cannot be held responsible
 in any way for any losses, no matter how they arise, from errors
 or omissions in these instructions, or the performance or
 non-performance of the camera or other equipment that these
instructions refe.r
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